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‘… my goal was to look with mathematical and 
computational means at the inside of cells, one 
atom at a time, to decipher how living systems 
work. That is what I strived for and I never 
deflected from this goal.’ 

Klaus Schulten



The Coronavirus Unveiled
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Data centric computational simulations integrate and extend experimental data

glycomics

lipidomics

genomics

CryoEM

x-ray

tomography

Molecular Dynamics Simulations as a Computational Microscope
Molecular Dynamics Simulations as a Computational Microscope
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Data centric computational models augment and extend experimental data



   



This was the day we pivoted our 
efforts towards SARS-CoV-2

Preprint servers such as bioRxiv have been critical to research in this space
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Timeline is a prime example of readiness



SARS-CoV-2 virus



SARS-CoV-2 infection route

Spike

ACE2

Glycans

RBD
open

The spike protein latches onto ACE2 to infect the host cell

  



Modeling of the spike’s head
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PDB ID: 6VSB

OPEN

PDB ID: 6VXX

CLOSED

Modeling of 
missing loops

Modeling of 
missing loops

Gaps in the Cryo-EM structures corresponding to flexible loop were modeled using MODELLER



Modeling the spike’s stalk and CT

1
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The stalk was modeled as a trimeric coiled-coil helical bundle with MODELLER

+ +

Head Stalk

CT

The CT was modeled using I-TASSER



N- and O-linked 
Glycans



     



    



Now, how about that membrane?

POPC 47%
POPE 20%
CHL 15%
POPI 11%
POPS 7%

POPC (16:0-18:1): 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
CHL: cholesterol
POPI (16:0-18:1): 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoinositol
POPE (16:0-18:1): 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
POPS (16:0-18:1): 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine 



Spike has an ‘intravirion tail’ 
that has palmitylated cysteine 

residues

These palmitoyl groups act like 
small anchors and help direct 

and keep the spike in the 
membrane



 



RBD-up (Open)

RBDs-down (Closed)

~1.7 million atoms

Charmm36 force field

NAMD2 on TACC Frontera

~ 60 ns/day on 256 nodes

> 4 microseconds for each system



The glycan shield

Simulations showed us 
the glycan shield,
a sugary coat that 

experiments cannot see

This is crucial information 
for vaccine & drug design
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Thanks, Arvind.  In the last segment of this talk, I want to walk the implications of our work, in terms of what we’ve learned about the virus and the future of HPC. I’ll start with what has turned into an iconic image: the picture of the spike protein before HPC, and after.ONLY visible with computation!



Simulations showed WHY the spike opens and closes

RBD
open

(attacking 
mode)

Glycan shield
(defending 

mode)
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Reveals to us how clever the spike is





 





Glycans: A Function Beyond Shielding?

Elisa Fadda, Maynooth University



N165
N234

Wild type



Mutated

N165A
N234A

> 4 microseconds of dynamics 



McLellan Lab (UT Austin)
Collaboration



Simulations established a structural role 
for glycans

• They act as part of the viral weaponry 
itself

• They “lock & load” the spike for 
infection

Casalino, Gaieb et al., ACS Central Science (2020)

BEYOND shielding...

Presenter
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We established a new role for glycans in this system, beyond shielding.



Standard MD simulations of spike opening could take years!  

http://www.hopespath.org/
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Too much time spent 
here...

Not enough time spent 
here.

closed
open

Huber and Kim, Biophys. Journal (1996)
Zuckerman and Chong, Ann. Rev. Biophys. (2017)

Weighted ensemble MD focuses on functional transitions  

Generates unbiased, continuous pathways with orders of magnitude 
less computing than standard MD.

Efficiency scales exponentially with the free energy barrier.
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I’m going to tell you about how we managed to simulate how the spike protein opens in order to latch onto cells during infectionStandard MD simulations of spike could take years due to the large free energy barrier between the closed and open statesAs shown in this simple diagram, a large barrier means that the simulations will be spending most of their time in the initial closed state, waiting around for a lucky transition over the barrier to reach the target open state.Once a transition occurs, it is fast compared to the waiting time. On the left is one such transition.In distributed computing projects such as Folding@home, many simulations are run to increase the chances of capturing these lucky transitions.However, these simulations are still spending too much time in the initial state and not enough time on the functional transitions between the states.How can we be even smarter about capturing the functional transitions?



The Weighted Ensemble Simulation Toolkit with 
Parallelization and Analysis

100 NVIDIA V100 GPUs 
on Longhorn

Weighted ensemble MD is 13x to 127x more efficient than standard MD!

600K atoms
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Number of GPUs

*133 are independent (uncorrelated in time)

Zwier et. Al., JCTC (2015)

Chong Lab (U Pitt) Collaboration
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Our simulations were run with my lab’s software for running WE simulations in a highly scalable manner A crowning achievement in molecular simulations, accessing a microsecond to millisecond timescale process for a large system with 600K atoms133 pathways within 23 days; standard MD…Speedup of…I will not handoff to Arvind, who will tell you about how these pathways were used for his DeepDrive MD efforts.



 



Interactions along the opening pathway



McLellan Lab (UT Austin)
CollaborationSztain, Ahn, et al., bioRxiv (2021)

A glycan gate controls opening of SARS-CoV-2 spike



 



Weighted ensemble simulations show HOW the spike opens
& AI acts as a multiscale ‘glue’ to bridge capability gaps



Flexible hinges in spike stalk aid 
mechanics of binding & cell fusion  

unpublished



Viral membrane presents the single biggest obstacle to
viral particle simulations due to differences in the
inner and outer leaflets induced by curvature

Building the entire SARS-CoV-2 viral envelope

Intensive, iterative remodeling
process required



New dimensions for studying viral infection and therapeutics 



Rapid assessment of (escape) mutants & Variants of Concern



Worldwide Collaboration & Sharing

> 200 groups signed on!

Open science (for COVID19) embraced by community, March 2020

Frontera datasets shared > 4k 
times



NAMD+VMD Molecular Modeling Tools 

NAMDNAMD

Advanced 
Methods

Weighted Ensembles

AI Driven MD

Collective Variables

…
Importance of community software, open access



Est. 22 March 2020

Making compute cycles rapidly available
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•RBD “up” of MUTANT exhibits a “closing” trend, showing a negative
shoulder

•RBD “up” of OPEN wild type is overall stable, with a slightly
“opening” trend

RBD axial tilting

4
4

•RBD “down” of CLOSED wild type shows no variation

side v.RBDA-UP



•RBD “up” of MUTANT exhibits large instability, with a bimodal
distribution

RBD lateral rotation

4
5

RBDA-UP

•RBD “down” of CLOSED wild type shows no variation

•RBD “up” of OPEN wild type is stable



Our simulation models shared with and vetted by groups 
worldwide

…. before publication. Many thanks to those who found nits to fix!
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